What we have learnt so far…
ZooLab Visit

18th – 29th September 2017

We had a visit from Zoolab, where ranger Joe,
introduced us to various creatures including an
African land snail, a giant millipede, a tarantula, a
hissing cockroach, a rat and a hermit crab. Apart
from the
tarantula and
hermit crab, the
children were
allowed to
either hold or
touch each
creature.

Learning – developing concentration, learning how
to hold creatures, finding out about creatures and
how they live, listening, asking questions, developing
confidence, learning new vocabulary, following
instructions, waiting for their turn.

3 Little Pigs
The children decided to build a house of straw one day, which was followed the following
day with a house of sticks and one of bricks. As they built each house, they were able to retell the story, taking turns to play the different characters and then demolishing the houses
when they became the wolf!
Learning – literacy skills – remembering and re-calling, supporting other children to help
them tell the story; working together as a team; physical skills in building; mathematics –
measuring, talking about heights and sizes, using mathematical language – more, enough etc;
using positional language – next to, on top of, behind etc; creativity and imagination

Danger Detectives

Planting a Bean
We found a bean pod which the farm staff had dropped, so we guessed what would be
inside it and then opened it up to find out. We talked about how it could be used and
whether it could be eaten raw. One child wanted to plant it, so we discussed what plants
need to grow. We placed it in a clear pot with kitchen towels, watered it and have placed it
in a light area to find out what it does.
Learning – discovering and finding out about plants, sharing our knowledge as to what
they need to grow, using language to inform and discuss

Dinosaur Worlds

There has been a great interest in dinosaurs
this last week, so the children cut down some
willow stems and leaves to make a dinosaur
world in the sand pit. Later in the week, we
held a talking time activity where the children
were able to stand on a cut-out of a triceratops
foot and examine a reproduction of a T-rex
claw and a triceratops tooth.
Learning – using imagination, being creative,
discussing ideas, adapting their work and
making changes, measuring skills, comparing
sizes (of footprints, teeth and hands), listening, sharing ideas

Using Food Imaginatively
We had some spare fennel fronds which the
children used to paint with and also to use in
their imaginative play in the mud kitchen. Some
children cut the fennel with a plastic knife and
used it in their ‘recipe’ , or placed it in the play
‘fridge’. Some children used recipe cards we
have and talked about what they needed to
make their dish and what they were going to
put in next. Other children dug up a beetroot in
the vegetable patch, examining some of the
crops growing such as the size of the pumpkins. They then helped to cut the beetroot into
quarters and used it to make marks or draw pictures on the wooden table
Learning - showing an understanding of how to store some foods and what you can do with
them, fine motor skills – cutting, painting, gripping, tearing etc, discovering crops,
comparing sizes, mark-making and early writing skills, talking about half, quarter and

Courgette Cakes
The children were completely involved with every
task from scraping and peeling the courgette, to
weighing the other ingredients, to using an electric
mixer and placing the mixture in the cake cases
Learning – weights, measures, comparing
textures, looking at a recipe - learning that print
carries meaning, ICT – using the whisk correctly,
listening and following instructions

